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Introduction
Let Ω be a non-empty open subset of an iV-dimensional Euclidean space
N

R.

For any φ e Q)(RN) such that φ~^>0 and \φ(x)dχ = l we put φλ(x) =
J
where
λ
is
a
positive
real
number.
For
given 5, T e ζΰ'(Ω) we
Ί
Λ

understand the product ST by lim(S*0 λ )Γ in Q)'(Ω) if it exists for every
λ->0

φ e Q)(Ω) (Notation SO T was used in E5]). The multiplication thus defined
is invariant under diffeomorphism.
A distribution S in Rn may be considered as the distribution S^ly in
n
R x x R%. Similarly T e Q)\Rm) is identified with lΛ(g) T in Rnx x i?^. The product (S®ly)(lx(g>T) exists and is equal to 5(g)Γ (Proposition 3). If % is any
diffeomorphism of Rn x i? w onto itself, then (S(g)lo,)(%)(l*(g)Γ)(χ) exists and is
equal to ((5(g)l^)(l^(g)27))(x) [5, p. 163]. Now a question arises as to its converse : if ξ and -η are C°° maps of Rn x i? w into Rn and i? w respectively, what
is a necessary and sufficient condition in order that the product S(ξ)T(τj) may
be defined for every S e Q)'(Rn) and T e Q)'(Rm)? To answer this question,
first we have to clear up the meaning of the notation such as S(ξ). To do so,
we shall introduce the concept of an admissible map (see Definitions 1, 2
below), which allows us to make an extension of a notion of "a function of
functions". Roughly speaking, a C°° map % of an open set Ω into another Ω'
r
f
is admissible whenever the transposed image ξ*S of every 5 e Q) (Ω ) exists.
The question is then answered: If ξ and η are admissible, a necessary and
sufficient condition is that the map (?, rj) of Rn x Rm into itself has no critical
point (Corollary to Theorem 2). From a different approach, though mainly
designed for practical purpose, I. M. GeΓfand and G. E. Shilov have developed
the detailed discussions on "a distribution of functions" [_2, Chapter III].
It is probable that a C°° map is admissible if and only if it has no critical
point. We did not succeed in deciding whether it is true or not. In certain
special instances we can show that the conjecture holds true (Example 2,
Proposition 8).
Section 1 is mainly devoted to the preliminary discussions on transposed
images and admissible maps. Owing to these notions we can study the pro-
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perties of multiplication between distributions closely connected with tensor
product (Proposition 3). In Section 2 we show that a C°° map of an open subN
N
set of R into another subset of R is admissible if and only if the map has
no critical point (Theorem 2). Basing on this result we show that an admissible C°° map ζ into a domain is a diffeomorphism if and only if the transposed
map f * is onto. And another characterization is also given (Theorem 3). In
the final section we consider admissible map into a one dimensional space and
special attention is paid to the case 7V=2, n = l where the conjecture mentioned before is true. The section is closed with the consideration of admissible maps into a closed half line.
For the sake of simplicity, in this paper we shall use the word "map" to
mean C°° map unless otherwise stated.
§1. Transposed images and admissible maps
Let ξ be a continuous map of a non-empty open subset Ω C RN, an TV-dimensional Euclidean space, into another open subset Ωf C Rn For any φ e Q)(Ω)
the map a-><aoξ, φ> is a continuous linear form on Q)(Ωf). There exists
therefore ξφ e Q)'(Ω') such that
= <α, ξφ>.

Evidently ξφ is a Radon measure on Ω' with support Cf (supp φ).
DEFINITION

1. ξ is admissible if ξφ e Q)(Ωf) for any φ e Q)(Ω).

This definition is equivalent to
DEFINITION 2. ξ is admissible if the map ?* : 2>(X?') D a^κx°ξ e Q)'(β) is
continuously extended to the map of Q)r{Ωf) (or equivalently of §'(£')) i

The definition means that for any S e Q)f(β') there exists a unique distribution W 6 2)'C2) such that
< r , φ> = <5, ξφ>

for any

φ e Q)(Ω).

ΪF is called the transposed image of S and will be denoted by £*S or £(£).
Then, to any x1 e Ω' the map φ->ξφ(χr) is obviously a positive form on 2)(i2),
and so there exists a positive Radon measure /v on Ω, by which we can write
ξφ(x/)=\φ(x)djux,(x\

where
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3. ζ is admissible at a point x0 e Ω if there is a neighbourhood U of χ0 such that the restriction ζ \ U is admissible.
DEFINITION

Owing to the principle of localization, it is easy to see that ξ is admissible if and only if ξ is admissible at each point of Ω.
If ξ is admissible and Ω' C Ω" (open subset of Rn), the map ξ: Ω^»Ω" is also
admissible. If a map ξ of Ω into Ω' and a map -η of Ω' into Ω" C Rp are both
admissible, then -ηoξ becomes admissible. In fact, -η*aeC(Ωf) for any aeQ)(Ω")
and the map ξ* of Q)(Ωf) into Q)'{Ω) is always continuously extended to the
map of C(Ω') into Q)'(Ω), and (??o£)*α—f*^*^) for any α e Q)(Ω"). Consequently
the map 0?°<?)* of Q)(Ω") into Q)\Ω) is continuously extended to the map of
S'CO") into 2)'(i?), and so we have 0 K ) * S = f *(i?*S) for every 5 e ©'(£").
In what follows, without specific mention a map is meant to be differentiable of class C°°.
4. Let SeQ)\Ωf).
If, for any sequence {aJ}, aj e Q)(Ω;),
f
which converges to 5 in ζΰ (Ω') and to 0 uniformly on every compact subset
of i2'\supp S {ξ*αy} converges to an element of Q)r(Ω), then the limit is called
transposed image of S under the map ξ and will be denoted by ξ*5 or S(ξ).
DEFINITION

The transposed image ξ*S exists if and only if for each point of Ω there
is a neighbourhood U such that (ξ\ U)*S exists.
In practice a further modification of this definition is sometimes needed
[2, Chapter III].
PROPOSITION

1. ξ*S exists for every S 6 Q)\Ωr) if and only if ξ is admis-

sible.
We have only to prove the "only if" part. Let {Py}, py e Q){Ω'),
be a sequence of regularization. If we consider the maps uj: &{Ω') B S->
?*(5*Py) e 2>'CS), then {S*Py} converges to 5 in ζb'(Ω') and to 0 uniformly on
r
every compact subset of β'XsuppS, and so {uj(S)} converges to £*S in Q) (Ω)
as /—•oo. It follows therefore from the Banach-Steinhaus theorem that the
map &{Ω') 9 S-^ξ^S e Q)'(Ω) is continuous, which completes the proof.
PROOF.

PROPOSITION

2.

// ξ is an admissible map of ΩC RN into Ω1 C Rn, then

PROOF. Suppose the contrary. For any compact ball B contained in Ω,
the image ξ(B) is a null set owing to a theorem of Sard. If we let θ be the
characteristic function of ξ(B), (9 = 0 in Q)f{Ωf). We choose a sequence {aj}

from ζύ(Ωf) such that aj | θ and as = l on ζ(B).
y

Take 2L φeQ)B with {φ(x)dx

= 1. Then <α of 5 ^ > = 1 . On the other hand <α y of, φ> = < α y , f φ > ^ 0 as
/—•°o, which is a contradiction.
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1. Let ξ be a map of Ω C RN into Ω' C Rn and rank d$XQ = n, x
There exist a neighbourhood U of x0 and a map -η ot U into Λ^~n such that
the map κ = (f, η) is a diffeomorphism of U onto an open subset x(U)CRN.
Then we can write for any φ e Q)(U)
REMARK

a

\j

ζφ\χ)—

j \ T ( \\ ^
vein

^

' y'

y'

where Jx is the Jacobian of the map x. This expression does not depend on
the choice of η. Actually we can write for any φ 6 Q)(Ω) with support in a
neighbourhood of x0
(b)

Ux') =

where dω is the surface element of the surface given by ξ = xf. If n = l, the
denominator of the integrand becomes | g r a d £ | . We note that if N=n, the
formula (b) means that
(c)

ξΦW)=

Σ

Therefore if rankc?fΛo = ^, then ? is admissible in a neighbourhood of # 0 . We
also see that if x' is not a critical value, the formulas (b), (c) hold true of any
φ € ®(fi).
Let RN = Rnx x i?^, where Λ; and 7 denote the generic points of Rnx and JR^
respectively. Consider non-empty open subsets Ω1CRnx and Ω2CR™ Then
the map ξ : ΩλxΩ2 3 (x, γ)-^x e Rnx is admissible as dξ has the rank n at each
point of Ω1 x Ω2. Let S e Q)f{Rf). ξ*S is given by

That is, f * 5 = S ® l y . We shall also use the symbol 5(Λ) to denote ?*S. Similarly the map η : ΩλxΩ2^{x,
y)-^y£R™ is admissible and we may write
τ]*T= T(y) for any T 6 ©XR ).
We shall consider the relationship between the tensor product of distributions and the multiplicative product between them in the sense of
3. For any S e ©'(/?;) and T e Q)r(R™), the
product S(χ)T(γ) exists and is equal to
PROPOSITION

PROOF.

have

multiplicative

Owing to Proposition 2 of [5] (p. 167), since 51* = 5, 1-^ T= Γ, we
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The multiplication used here is normal in the sense of Q5]. Especially
it is invariant under diffeomorphism. Namely, let χ=f(χ\ / ) , y= g(χ\ y)
be a diffeomorphism and put W(χ, y) = S(χ)T(y).
Then we have

s(f(χ', /)) τ(gW, /))= w(f(*r, /), gW, /)).
The same is true if we only assume that the Jacobian Jy> S)^ Q at any
9(χ9 y)

point of Ω. This follows from the fact the multiplicative product is determined by its local character Q5, p. 162].
Let ξ be a map of ΩCRN into Ω[CRP and rj of Ω into Ω'2CRq such that
the map % = (f, rj) of Ω into Ω{ x ^ has no critical point. Then the multiplicative product (f *S)0?*Γ) exists for every S e Q)r(Ω[) and T e Q)\Ωr2). In fact,
suppose r&nkdXx^p + q. We can find a map ζ of a neighbourhood of χ0 into
RN-P-Q sucγi
^ ^ ^ e m a p ^ ^ Q j s a diff e o m orphism of a neighbourhood of
#0 onto an open subset of RN. The consideration made just before will show
that the multiplicative product (ξ*S)(τj*T) exists in a neighbourhood of x0
for any 5 e Q)'(Ω[) and T e Q)\Ωf2).
1. Let ξ be an admissible map of Ω into Ω[ and y of Ω into Ωf2.
If the multiplicative product (f*5)(^*Γ) exists for every S € ζD'(ΩΊ) and
T e Q)r(Ω2), then the map % = (£, y) of Ω into Ω[ x Ω2 is also admissible.
THEOREM

PROOF.
By assumption the multiplicative product (f*5)(^*Γ) exists for
any S e &'(Ω[\ T c &{Ω2). Let β e Q)(Ω) and let χ0 be an arbitrary point of
Ω. Now consider for sufficiently small positive λ the map

βf(Ω[)x&(Ω2)

B (5, T)^»((βζ*S)*φλ)(τ]*T) e 2)'(.β)5

where we put Φ\—~fjrΦ[-^-)^ Φ £ Q)(RN) being
Λ

φ(x)dχ — l.

\

Λ

chosen so that ^ ^ 0

and

/

It is a separately continuous bilinear map depending on λ and

(O??*S)*0λ)O?*Γ) converges to /9(f*S)0?*Γ) in ©'(.β) as ^->0.
sequence the bilinear map
&{Ω[)χβχΩf2)

As a con-

B (5, Γ)^(?*S)(τ?*Γ) 6 2)'(ώ)

will be hypocontinuous since &{Ω[) and &^'2) are barrelled spaces Ql, p. 40].
Owing to the theorem of Grothendieck [3, p. 66], since S\Ω[) and &{Ω2) are
(DF)-spaces, the map is continuous. Consequently it can be continuously extended to the map of &{Ω[)®π&{Ω'2)^β\Ω[
x Ω'2) into Q)\Ω). This means
that the map % = (?, -η) is admissible, completing the proof.
EXAMPLE

1.

Let P and Q be C°° functions defined in an open subset Ω C RN
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having no critical point. We denote by δ the Dirac measure concentrated
at the origin 0 e R1. If the surfaces P=0 and Q = 0 have no point in common,
we have in accordance with Definition 4

We only need to show the equation in a neighbourhood of the inverse image
(Pρ)- 1 (0). We have | grad PQ\ = \Q\\ grad P\ on P = 0 and | grad PQ \ =
\P\ I grad ρ I on ρ = 0. Let U be a neighbourhood of (PQ)-\0) of which the
map x-^PQ(x) has no critical point. We have for any φ e Q)(U)

P-*\Q\

|gradP|

4 [
)o=o \P\ | g r a d ρ |

+

Next suppose the surfaces P=0 and (? —0 intersect at χ0, that is, the Jacobian matrix of (P, Q) has rank 2 at χ0. Therefore in a neighbourhood U of
Λ;0 the map x->(P(x), Q(χ)) € R2 has no critical point. Consider the map
7): (u, v)-^uv of R2 into Λ1. (0, 0) is the only critical point of rj. And we
have for any

as c-^0.

Then we have
δ(PQ - c) = δ(P)δ(Q) log - 1 - +ff(P)- ^ + - ^ ff(ρ) + o(l),

where the multiplicative products δ(P)δ(Q\ δ(P)jγ-

and y— ^(ρ) are well

defined by Proposition 3. Accoring to GePfand and Shilov [2, p. 319], if we
define δ(PQ) as the finite part of the limit of δ(PQ—c) when c tends to 0, we
again obtain the equation

in a neighbourhood of x0.
Now let us recall the definition of the simultaneous product of the distributions 5, T and WeQ)f(Ωf).
If, for any φ, φ and P e Q)(Rn) such that
c
c
c
φ^>0, 0 ^ 0 , p;>0 and \ φ(χ)dχ= \ ψ{χ)dχ— \ P(χ)dχ = 1, the distributional
limit
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lim (S*ψx)(T*ψλ,)(W*Pλ*)

λ,λ/,λ//-> + 0

exists and does not depend on the choice of φ, φ and P, then the limit will be
called the multiplicative product of S, T and W and benoted by STW [5, p.
172].
The definition means that the limit
lim

<(S(g)Γ<g)ίΓ)(Λ;-λy, x-λ'z, x-λ"w\

φ{x)φ\y)φ\z)φ\w)>

λ,λ/,λ//->-0
1

2

3

n

exists for any φ , φ , φ e Q)(R ) and φ e Q)(Ω'\ and is equal to
<Ξ,φ> ^
With necessary modifications we can prove the analogue of Theorem 1
for simultaneous multiplication. For our later purpose we shall show
4. Let ξ be a diffeomorphism of Ω onto Ωf. If the multiplicative product Ξ of S, T and We Q)f(Ωr) exists, then the product of ξ*S, ξ*T and
ξ*Wexists and ξ*Ξ = (ί*S)($*T)(ξ*W).
PROPOSITION

There is no loss of generality in assuming 5, Γ, W e &{Ωr). Let
φ\ φ\ φ e Q)(Rn) and φ e Q)(Ω). Put rj=ξ-\ Then we have for sufficiently
small positive λ, λr and λ"
PROOF.
3

* r ) ) ( * - λ y , x-λ'z, x-X'wX φ(x)φι(y)φ2(z)φ\w)>
))(y, z9 w\ φ(x)φ{(x-

γ)φUx-z)φUx-ϊu)>

= <(S<g)T<g)WrXy9 z,w\

After the change of variables:
y—> x — λy,

z^> x — λrz,

w -> x — λ"w,

we have
f(λ9 λ\ λ")
= <(S®T®WXx-λy, x-λ'z, x-X'w)

\
\Jξ

where
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We can easily show that the set {g\,\',\»(χ, j , z> W)}O<X,X/A^I is bounded
in 2). Passing to the limit λ9 λ' and Λ"-> + 0, /(/I, λ\ X') converges to

= <Ξ(x\ ττ'-yι

φ(V(x))>\φ\y)dy\φ\z)dz\φXw)dw

Thus the product (f*S)(£*Γ)(f*ΪF) exists and is equal to ξ*Ξ.
completed.

The proof is

§2. A characterization of diffeomorphism
We continue under the same notations as before.
1

First we prove
n

2. Let x be a C map of ΩCR into Ω'CR
We assume that
Then the following two conditions are equivalent to each other:
(1) % is admissible.
(2) x is a C°° map and the Jacobian Jx does not vanish.
THEOREM

N=n.

N

PROOF. We only need to show the implication (1)=Φ(2). First we show
that Jx does not vanish. Suppose the contrary and assume that Λ = 0 at
χo € Ω. There exists a sequence {xJ} in Ω converging to χ0 and such that xJ
are regular points, that is, not critical points. In fact, let UCΩ be a relatively compact neighbourhood of x0 and Γ o the set of the critical points in U.
Then Γo is compact and %(Γ0) is a null set. The set

is compact. In the same way as in Proposition 2 we can show that the interior Γ° of Γ is empty. Thus we can choose a sequence {xj} in U such that
χ3 is a regular point and {xJ} converges to χ0. Let φ e Q)(Ω) be chosen so
that 022 0 and φ(xo) = l. There exists a neighbourhood Uj of χJ\ of which %
is a homeomorphism onto a neighbourhood of x'j = x(xj). Let a3 e Q){Uj) be
such that 0<Ξα y <;i and a3 — 1 in a neighbourhood of x3. Then
%φ\X

) ^l-Xa-)φ\X

z

z

) -~ Ί γ j
\Jx\x = χJ

Putting χf0 = χ(χ0\ xφ(x/j) tends to xφ(χΌ), φ(χ3) to 1 and |ΛU=*/to0as xJ'-+xo.
r
Consequently xφ{x 0)— + °o? which is a contradiction. Thus the Jacobian Jx
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is not 0 at every x e Ω.
Next we shall show that % is a C°° map. Let U be a neighbourhood of
xo such that % is a homeomorphism of U onto a neighbourhood of XQ = X(X0).
Then we have for any φ e Q)(U)

If we choose φeQXJJ) equal to 1 in a neighbourhood of x0, then
I
Φ

\Jχ\

for any x' sufficiently near x'o. Therefore Jx is a C°° function in a neighbourhood of χ'o. If we also take φ equal to ψk :(χi, ••? XN)->%k near x0, then we
have in a neighbourhood of x'o

IΛ
1

where ((%| f/)" )* denotes the A -th component of the inverse of x\U. %φ) \JX\
being C°° functions in a neighbourhood of x'o, ((x\ Uy^kW) is a C°° function
for k = 1, 2, .., TV. Thus z is a C° map of i2 into J2'5 the proof of the theorem
is now complete.
REMARK

2.

There is a continuous admissible map x ί C°°.
f

For example,

x

let N—n = l and Ω = Ω = R , Then the map %(Λ;) = Λ;T is admissible.
As an immediate consequence of Theorems 1, 2 we have
Let ξ be an admissible map of ΩCRN into Ω[CRP and η of
Ω into Ω'2CRQ'
We assume that N—p-^q. Then the following two conditions
are equivalent to each other:
COROLLARY.

(1)

The multiplicative

product (ξ*S)(rj*T) exists for

every S e Q)XΩ[),

T € Q)\Ω'2).

(2)

The map % = (£, -η) of Ω into Ω[ x Ω'2 has no critical point.

It also follows from Proposition 4 we see that the analogue of the preceding corollary for the simultaneous multiplication remains valid.
1. Let ξ be a map of ΩCRN onto Ωf C_Rn. If S has no critical
r
point, then the map Q)(Ω) B φ-^>ξφ 6 Q)(Ω ) is surjective and therefore ξ* is injective.
LEMMA

If N=n, the lemma is trivial since then the map is locally a
diffeomorphism. Therefore we consider the case N>n.
Let x0 e Ω and put
N n
χ'o=ξ(χo). There exists a map y' = η(x) of a neighbourhood Wot x0 into R ~
such that z = (f, -η) is a diffeomorphism of JFonto a neighbourhood of (x'o, η(χ0)).
PROOF.
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Without loss of generality we may assume that χo = O, χ'0 = 0, γfj = χni.Jy
7 = 1, 2, ..., N—n and that there exists an open O-neighbourhood U={(xu
,
*N):\xA<-γ-

for 7 = 1, 2, . . . , i V } C C r .

Given α e ©(<?(£/)), we choose a compact set KC ^ with f(1Q D supp a and
take a φ e ζΰ(U) equal to 1 in a neighbourhood of K. It follows then from
the formula (a) that we have

This means that the map φ^ξφ of 2)(Z7) into 2)(f ([/")) is onto. An application of a decomposition of unity will allow to conclude the statement of the
lemma.
We note that if ζ is an admissible map of Ω C RN into Ω' C Rn, then
f*(g'CC'))Cg'G2) if and only if ξ is proper, that is, the inverse image ξ~\K')
of any compact subset K! of Ω' is also compact.
3. Let ξ be an admissible map of ΩCRN into Ω' CRn
We assume that Ω' is connected. Then the following three conditions are equivalent
to each other:
(1) f*(©'C0')) = 2>'(β).
(2) £*(g'(ώ')) = g'Cfl).
(3) ξ is a diffeomorphism of Ω onto Ω'.
THEOREM

PROOF.
The implications (3)=φ(l) and (3)=>(2) are trivial. Each of the
conditions (1) and (2) implies the map QXβ) B φ^ξφ 6 Q)(Ω') is injective, and
each in turn implies N=n.
For otherwise, let χoeΩ be a regular point.
Then the surface ξ(χ)=ξ(χo) would contain a regular point xλ^x0
near xOi
so that we could find respective disjoint neighbourhoods Uo and ί/i of x0 and
x1 such that ζ has no critical point in UQ and UΊ and ξ(Uo)=ξ(Uι). Then
owing to Lemma 1 we can find φ0 e Q)(U0) and φ1 e Q)(Uι) with φoφφ1 such
f
that ? Φo =fφi, which contradicts the fact that the map Q)(Ω) B φ^ξφ e Q)(Ω ) is
injective. It follows therefore that there is no loss of generality in assuming N= n for the proof of the theorem.
As a consequence, owing to Theorem 2 ξ is open and we can infer by a
similar reasoning made just before that ξ is injective, in other words ξ is a
diffeomorphism of Ω onto ζ(Ω).
f
(1)=K3). Let Ω'0=ξ(Ω). Since Ω' is connected, if Ω QφΩ\ then we could
find a distribution 5 6 ©'C^) which can not be extended to a distribution on
Ω'. Let TeQ)'{Ω') such that ?*Γ=£*S. Then ? * ( r | i 3 i ) = f * 5 . It follows
f
then from Lemma 1 that T\Ω 0 = S, which is a contradiction.
(2) =K3). We use the same notations as before. We shall show that Ω'o
is closed. For otherwise, there would exist xf0 e dΩvΓλΩ'. Let {χ'j} be a
sequence from Ω'o which converges to x'o. Since ξ is proper, ξ~\{χ/J\ χ'o}) is
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compact, which would imply x'o e Ω'o. But this is a contradiction. Ω' being
connected, we must have Ω'^ — Ω'.
This completes the proof.
5. Let % be an admissible map of ΩCRN into Ω' CRn. We
assume that Ω is connected, Ω' is simply connected and N—n. If % is proper,
then it is a diffeomorphism of Ω onto Ω'.
PROPOSITION

Since Jxφ0 for every x e Ω, the set Ωr0 = x(Ω) is open. On the
other hand, in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 3 we can show that
ΩQ = Ω\ For any x'o 6 Ω\ the set x~\χrQ) is finite. We can show that τr\x')
consists of the same number of points for every x' e Ω\ so that Ω is a covering space of Ω'. As Ω' is simply connected, ξ must be a homeomorphism,
and so a diffeomorphism, which completes the proof.
PROOF.

3. The theorem is not true without the assumption N=n. For
example, the map ξ = log(x{ + •• + χ2N\ N>1 of RN\{0} into Rι is proper but
not a diffeomorphism.
REMARK

§3.

Admissible maps into Rι

Consider a map ζ of ΩCRN into Ω' CRn- If ζ has no critical point, it is
admissible. As to its converse, though we have plausible reasons to infer
the truth, we did not succeed in proving it besides some special instances.
We note here that if the conjecture holds for the case where n = l and TV is
arbitrary, then we can show that it is always true. In fact, if ξ is admissible
with rankdf O at an x0 e Ω, we can find real numbers au α2, •••, aN, not all 0,
such t h a t ^iaiψL(χo)

uxj

= Oy ; = 1, 2, •••, N.

Then t h e map Ω B x^'ΣiCnξiix)

e Rι

must be admissible with xQ as a critical point.
that f(Λ;0) = 0.

N

6. Let f be an admissible map of ΩCR
1
Then supp?*δ=?" (0).

PROPOSITION

ι

into R .

Assume

It suffices to show that s u p p ί * ^ ^ ? - 1 ^ ) . If χo^ί'\O)
is a regular point, then it follows from the expression (b) that x0 belongs to supp ξ*tf.
Now let xo e ξ~\0) be a critical point. We may assume that ^0 = 0. Let Y
be the Heaviside function. In a small neighbourhood U of x0 we have
PROOF.

so that ξ admits no values of opposite signs, say ί(ί/)C( —°°, 0). Then we
would have ξ*δ{k) = O, k = 0, 1, 2, ••• in U. On the other hand, if m is a positive integer, then
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zτι-1 ε--1

ί? ~ ί?

+

-2ε-

m

2

+

"^(m-l)!°

This together with ξ*δ{k) = O implies that

as ε-> + 0, where ί£ = max(ί,ε).

+ o(X) as ε -• 0 which shows that y—r^ is locally integrable in U.
But this is a contradiction since we can take m to be arbitrarily large.
PROPOSITION

7.

// a map ζ of ΩCRN into Rι is not open, then ξ is not

admissible.
PROOF. There is a point x0 e Ω such that ξ is not open in any neighbourhood of x0. We may assume that ?(#o) = O, and ξ(χ)^>0 in a neighbourhood U of XQ. Then we have ξ*δ = O in U. It follows from the preceding
Proposition 6 that ξ is not admissible.
E X A M P L E 2.

T h e m a p P(x,

1

y) = χ \ + • • • +χ\~

y \ - • • • - yl

o f RnxxR™

into

n

i? is not admissible at (0, 0) e R x x R™. It is followed by such a more general
consideration as follows: Let G be a map of ΩλCRnx into i?J, r a map of i22C
R™ into i?} and ζ the map of i?J x R] into ΛJ, defined by w = s — t. Since ζM(g)y
= u*v for any u e <§'(/?*), i; e S^i?}), the map U = CΓ(Λ:) — r( j) of Ωx x i?2 in^° ^«
is admissible if and only if σφ*ΐφ e Q)(Rl) for any M 6 Q)(Rιs), v e Q)(R]). By
a support theorem [4, p. 279], if the singular support of either Gφ or xφ is
finite, then the condition Gφ*τφ e Q)(Rlu) implies that at least one of Gφ and τφ
is a C~ function. Each of the maps (x x •-, x w )->^],^? and ( j l 5 •••, j w ) ^ Σ y 7 /
is not admissible only at the origin. It follows therefore that the map P is
not admissible at the origin.
8. Let ξ be a map of ΩC R2 into Rι.
if and only if ξ has no critical point.
PROPOSITION

PROOF.

We have only to show the "only if" part.

Then ξ is admissible
Suppose that (0, 0) is

a critical point and f(0, 0) = 0.

If 1^(0, 0)= ^-(0,
0)= ~(Q, 0) = 0, then
ox1
σxσy 3
a yΔ
in a neighbourhood U of (0, 0) we have \ζ(χ, y)\ ^ M r , where r=Wχ 2 + y2" and
Mis a constant, and therefore, for any φeQ){U) such that φ^>0 and 0(0, 0)>0,

This is a contradiction. Consequently ξ can be written in a neighbourhood
of (0, 0) in one of the following forms:
2
(1) ξ(χ,
y)=X*+yZ+o(r )
2
(2) ξ(X, y)=χZ-yZ + 0(r )
(3) £(*, j) = * 2 + o(r2),
if necessary, after a change of coordinates or replacing ξ by —ξ.
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By Proposition 7 we see that (1) does not occur. If $ takes the form (3),
then we would have | ξ(x, y) | <I 2x2 -\-cy2 in a sufficiently small neighbourhood
U of (0, 0), where c is any assigned positive number. If φ is taken as before,
then £ Φ ( 0 ) ^ 2 ^ - ° \

Now let ψ be any element of Q)(Ω) such that 0 ^ 0 and

0(0, 0)>0 and let a e Q)(U) be taken so that 0<Ξα<;i and α(0, 0) = l.
^ $aφ(0) 2>

o

Then

ι^- . Consequently ξφ(ΰ) = oo. But this is a contradiction.

ANΔC

Finally we assume that ξ takes the form (2). By an elementary calculation
we can show that ξ admits in a neighbourhood of (0, 0) the solutions of the
forms γ=u(x)x and y— —v(x)x, where u, v are C"° functions such that
u(0) = ι;(0) = l. Taking φ as before, we have with a constant 0 0

This is also a contradiction. The proof is thereby completed.
Finally we consider a map ξ of R2 into J?+ = QO, oo). In an obvious way
we can extend the notion of admissibility to this instant. In this situation,
if ξ(x0, jo) = O, ζ is admissible at (x0, γ0) if and only if g r a d f ^ O at (χ0, γ0).
PROPOSITION 9. Let ξ be a map of Ω into R+ such that ξ(χ0, jo) = O and
gradf = 0 at (xo, γ0). ξ is admissible at (x0, γ0) if and only if ξ can be written
in the form

-x0\2+\γ-γo\2X

b2-ac<0

in a neighbourhood of (x0, γ0).
PROOF.
We may assume (x0, j o ) = (O, 0) and continue to use the same
notations as in the proof of the preceding proposition. The argument there
shows that if ξ is admissible, then it must be of the form (1)

in a neighbourhood of (0, 0) after a change of coordinates. It remains therefore to show the converse.
2j
2j
2
2
Let t=ζ(x, y) = χ r γ ro(r ) in a neighbourhood of (0, 0). Put t = s . We
shall find a function u in s and θ such that if we put x = su cos (9, y— su sin (9,
then fCs^cosfl, susmθ) = s2. For the function Λ(s, 0, u)=ξ(su cos0, su sinθ)
we

have A(0, θ, u) = -—- (0, θ, u) = 0, hence the equation is reduced to

^4

as

5, θ, u)dτ.

If we put

as1

F(s, θ, iθ = ^ ( l - r ) - g - ( r 5 , θ,

u)dr-l,
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then F(0, θ,ΐ) = 0 and - | - ( 0 , 0,ΐ) = l.

The implicit function theorem allows

us to determine u = u(s, θ) of class C°° for small |s| under the condition
u(09 0) = 1, where u is periodic in θ with period 2π. Since | g r a d ? | =
2|s|(l+o(l)) as s->0 and dχ2+dy2=s2{^^\

+u2>\dθ2, we have for any φeQ)(R2)

with support in a neighbourhood of (0, 0)
du\2,

) — \ φ(su cos#, su sin#)-—η

Jo

j
i

2

dθ.

gradfj
S

ξφ(s2) is a C°° function in s in a deleted neighbourhood of 0. However, the function defined by the integral is of class C°° in a 0-neighbourhood of 5. Consequently the function ξφ(t) must belong to C°°([[0, 00)), which completes the
proof.
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